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        Emergency Drain Unblocking and Blocked Drains 
in Poole, Southampton and the Surrounding Areas

        

      

      
        Welcome to the home page of Easy Drains, a family-run company providing fast solutions for a range of common drainage issues in Poole, Guildford and the surrounding areas we cover. Based in Dorset, we deliver emergency drain unblocking, fix blocked toilets and install sewage treatment plants for customers based anywhere between Slough and Southampton. With over a decade of combined experience across our capable team, we use cutting edge technology, such as drain CCTV surveys, to assess and amend blocked drains and other problems.

        Read our company blogs to learn more about the services we have available to our customers, from toilet unblocking to CCTV drain surveys and effluent treatment plants.

        We are proud to offer a 24-hour emergency drainage service for an additional fee, aiming to reach you within an hour at all times of day or night.

        Carrying full public and employer liability insurance and always honouring manufacturer warranties, we work with homeowners as well as large businesses, having recently finalised a major contract with Amazon.

        The smart choice for customers, we fix blocked drains at competitive rates throughout the following areas:

        	
            Guildford

          
	
            Poole

          
	
            Slough

          
	
            Southampton
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            Sewage Treatment Plants
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        Rapid Drain Unblocking

        

      

      
        Are your sinks or bathtubs draining slowly? Have you noticed an unpleasant odour around your drains? From blocked toilets to overflowing sewage drains, Easy Drains is here to help with general and emergency drain unblocking.


        Blocked drains can cause a host of problems for any property, risking flooding, structural damage or water contamination. 


        Able to address all kinds of drain cleaning issues for home and business owners in the South East, we offer a comprehensive fault-finding and repair service for clients in Poole, Southampton, Guildford, Slough and the surrounding areas.


        We work quickly to determine the source of the leak or blockage using drain CCTV surveys and notify our customers if it falls within their property boundary.


        Our professional crew aims to arrive on site within an hour for drain cleaning and sewage emergencies, and we pride ourselves on our fast, effective fixes.


        On standby day and night to save your property from water damage, our emergency drainage services are reliable and cost-effective.


      

    

  

  
    
      
        Cutting Edge Technology

        

      

      
        Drain unblocking technologies have advanced quickly in recent years, and Easy Drains uses only the latest methods when fixing blocked drains and installing sewage treatment plants.

        With our state-of-the-art drain CCTV surveys, we can extend a camera down any pipe, drain or blocked toilet to ascertain the exact problem without any excavation work.

        The camera leads to an above-ground live feed, and we always encourage our customers to gain a first-hand understanding of their drainage issues by watching as we pinpoint the source of the blockage.

        We provide full quotes on site, as well as a drain map PDF report containing images and videos – ideal for referencing during construction or house sales.

        Once our quote has been accepted, our team gets started straightaway, using a combination of drain liners, drain rods and pressure washers.

        Our sewage treatment plants are high quality and use minimal energy to process any commercial or domestic waste.

        Easy Drains also empties and replaces septic tanks for a range of properties. We remove old models and install brand new tanks as per the current regulations. Our specialists always certify new installations.

      

      
        Our Services

        

      

      
        Active across the South East, we offer the following services in Slough, Guildford, Southampton, Poole and anywhere in between:

        	
            Drain Unblocking

          
	
            Toilet Unblocking

          
	
            Emergency Drain Unblocking

          
	
            CCTV Drain Surveys

          
	
            Drain Repairs

          
	
            Septic Tank Inspections and Replacements

          
	
            Septic Tank Emptying

          
	
            Effluent Treatment Plant Installation

          
	
            Domestic Drain and Sewage Services

          
	
            Commercial Drain and Sewage Services

          


        Our skilled team quickly deals with any drainage issues you are facing, ensuring an effective, long-lasting solution.

        We always maintain excellent communication with our clients, so they know exactly what is happening and how we plan to deal with the problem. Our staff are very knowledgeable and will provide honest, reliable advice to help you make informed decisions about your property.
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          Call now on 0333 939 8773 to speak with a member of our team about our emergency drain unblocking and other blocked drain solutions in Poole and Southampton.
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    Visit Southern Drainage & Water for more information

    CLICK HERE
    

  

  
  
  
  
